
Open letter to the American People,  

I write this letter as a decorated combat veteran with 10 years active service and 2 years in the 
reserves.  I have served in various parts of the world including West Berlin, Central America and 
the Middle East.  I was raised as the oldest in a Navy career NCO’s family and watched first 
hand my Father’s own struggles with the VA system.  I carry my own VA Medical ID Card and 
will only avail myself of their services as a last resort.  I am currently a licensed insurance agent 
with almost 20 years’ experience in the industry and fully certified as a federal agent under the 
“Affordable Care Act”.  I state the preceding facts as a means of qualifying my statements in this 
letter. 

The furor of outrage fades as the media spotlight is dimmed on the VA medical system scandal.  
The VA Secretary's resignation seems to have settled the question of how to punish a system 
that is operating seemingly without oversight and costing the lives of faceless service veterans 
across the country.  It is easy to put aside something you can't see or recognize in those faceless 
Veterans.  Easy to be distracted and off balance as our Republic teeters on the edge of 
extinction.  

My hope is that this letter finds some Americans left with a few lucid moments to read this 
letter and ask themselves:  When?  When will we as a People assert our franchise and pull back 
from the edge?  The answer needs to be now; now or probably not at all. 

My Brothers and Sisters that are victims of a system that values performance "bonuses" over 
saving lives demand our action!  Their continued sacrifice; far beyond their years of uniformed 
service, in peace or war, stands as the example of what the future holds for us all in a single 
payer, socialized medical system.  And make no mistake or misinterpretation - this is not just 
about promised medical care. This is about control. Control of our lives and our future.   In the 
broken promises to my fellow veterans and the implementation of health care "reform" we 
witness the bleak legacy we leave to our children. 

It isn't too late to take back our country and our future; however, time is working against us.  
This is our opportunity to not only correct our commitment to our veterans, but to honor our 
commitment to coming generations.  

I pray we are not too late.  My hope is this letter, short and simple, will provoke thought and 
action. 

Respectfully resubmitted, 

William M. Jennings 

Former US Army officer and combat veteran  


